[Long-term observation of the trends in morbidity, lethality and mortality from myocardial infarct in the population aged 25 to 64].
The data are provided on long-term observation (for 10 years) of the myocardial infarction (MI) death rate, and incidence among the community using the standard WHO program. The Register of Acute Myocardial Infarction. It is shown that over the first two years of observation, the death rate and mortality tended towards decrease and then got stabilized. The diseases incidence tended towards growth and then got stabilized as well. It is noted that the prehospital death rate and lethality because of MI considerably exceeded the hospital ones and underwent almost no changes over 10 years. It is emphasized that perfection of the assistance rendering to MI patients does not solve the problem of the high death rate because of MI. It is probable that only primary care may solve the problem of reducing the cardiovascular disease incidence and death rate.